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This decision relates to a reference under section 12 of the Patents Act 1977
concerning entitlement to a number of patent applications and patents. These
applications and patents are derived from Russian language international patent
application PCT/RU2012/000958 (publication no. WO 2014/077724 A1) which is also
in issue. The other applications are European patent application number EP
12888226.3 A (publication no. EP 2921917 A1), US patent number US
2015/0248321 A1 (now granted as US 9734002 B2), Korean patent number KR
20150074110 A, Japanese patent number JP 2015536509 A and Chinese patent
number CN 105103060 A. In the remainder of this decision I will refer collectively to
these applications and patents as ‘the applications’. The applications are currently in
the name of the Federal Agency for Legal Protection of Military, Special and Duel
Use Intellectual Activity Results (FSBI “FALPIAR”) and Joint-Stock Company
“Scientific Research Institute of Aircraft Equipment (JSC “SRIAE”). The inventors
listed in all the applications are Valentin Nikolaevich Bukov, Igor Nikolaevich
Averyanov, Andrei Mikhailovich Bronnikov, Andrei Leontyevich Kushnir and Nikolai
Ivanovich Selvesyuk.

contract. It is however not clear to me how, even if that was the case, that would
result in IT-ACS gaining entitlement to the application. However that is a moot point
since given that the defendant is being treated as having withdrawn from these
proceedings I must accept the arguments advanced by the claimant in relation to
who did and didn’t devise the invention.
Conclusion and order
35

On the basis of the evidence provided by the claimant and taking into account that
the defendant is being treated as having withdrawn from the proceedings, I am
satisfied that Professor Schagaev is the devisor of the invention in WO 2014/077724
A1 and the applications and patents derived therefrom and that the currently named
inventors did not contribute to the invention. I am also satisfied that IT-ACS Limited
is entitled to these applications by virtue of its employment of Professor Schagaev.
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I therefore order that
i)

European patent application number EP 12888226.3 A, Korean patent
number KR 20150074110 A, Japanese patent number JP 2015536509 A
and Chinese patent number CN 105103060 A and PCT application WO
2014/077724 A1 should all proceed solely in the name of IT-ACS Limited
and

ii)

IT-ACS Limited be named as sole proprietor of US patent US 9734002 B2
and

iii)

that the currently named inventors on European patent application number
EP 12888226.3 A, Korean patent number KR 20150074110 A, Japanese
patent number JP 2015536509 A, Chinese patent number CN 105103060
A, PCT application WO 2014/077724 A1 and United States patent US
patent US 9734002 B2 be replaced with Professor Schagaev as the sole
inventor.

Costs
37

The claimant has requested a contribution towards its costs. Notwithstanding that the
defendants were deemed to have withdrawn from the proceedings the claimant is

